
CHAPTER OUTLINE

Dog breeding must be one of the oldest uses of
genetics. Ever since the domestic dog (Canis

familaris) evolved from the gray wolf (Canis lupus),
humans have been changing the genetics of our best
friend. The original shift from wild to domesticated
probably came when friendly wolves hung around
campfires, scrounging for scraps. Perhaps the proto-
dogs made themselves useful by chasing away other
scavengers, but it’s likely that the wolf’s social nature
and its “psychology” (for example, its submission to
the leader of the pack) predisposed the dog to be our
friend and servant.

All this is speculation. But what happened next is
clear. Humans began selecting and interbreeding the
dogs they liked. Some became hunting dogs (labs or
pointers). Others were chosen as sled dogs (huskies),
fighters (pit bulls), or animal herders (border collies).
Dogs bred for other purposes were put to use guiding
the blind, rescuing people from mountains or inside
buildings, tracking escaped prisoners, or sniffing for
drugs or explosives.

How can one species take so many forms or have
so many different behaviors? Long before DNA
was revealed to be important to inheritance, hu-
mans were selectively breeding dogs, cattle, and
corn; the latter two are also descendants of “wild
creatures” that our ancestors genetically altered
for the betterment of society. Genetic technology,
this time of the modern variety, continues to play
a role in the dog’s life. In 2004, scientists com-
pleted a genetic analysis of the relationships
among many of the 85+ domestic dog breeds. The
huge variation in the size (think Pekinese and
Great Dane) or behavior (Doberman pinscher and
Labrador retriever) of dogs suggests to scientists that
the dog could be not only man’s but also a geneticist’s
best friend. In the study of how breeding affects ge-
netics, dogs might well play the starring role.
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Plant and Animal Traits Are Inherited 
in Specific Patterns

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Define phenotype and genotype.

List factors that affect phenotype

Explain the origin of the 23 pairs of chromosomes in our body cells.

hat will my baby look like? Will it be
intelligent? Short? Athletic? Oh my
gosh, I hope it doesn’t have my
ridiculous ears, or my incredibly

flat feet!” These common questions reflect the fact that
most of us are subtly aware that traits, appearances, and
even intellect can be attributed to your genes. Genes,
made of DNA, code for proteins and are found in the
nucleus of almost every cell in your body. DNA is com-
posed of a four-base “alphabet,” where three bases (one
codon) are read as one “word.” Your chromosomes are
essentially strings of millions of these words. Your indi-
vidual DNA sequence codes for the specific arrange-
ment of amino acids in each of the millions of proteins
in your body.

The “genetic alphabet” of DNA may contain
only four letters, but it is phenomenally sophisticated.
The 3 billion plus microscopic base pairs in the nucleus
of the average human cell spell out everything you

need to become a human.
Furthermore, this DNA exists
in trillions of cells, and it can
be copied thousands of times
with little or no appreciable
error. Finally, the molecule is
so durable that DNA found re-
maining in fossils tens of thou-
sands of years old can some-
times be analyzed!

We all have the same
basic arrangement of genes in
our chromosomes, despite indi-
vidual differences in pheno-
type. These phenotypic differ-

ences emerge from subtle dif-
ferences in genotype, as well as
environmental factors. These
factors, including the quality of
our food, the type of shelter we
live in, and even our financial
“health,” all play a role in our physical health and
appearance.

Genetic factors are also important in determining
our individuality. Chromosome 11, for example, carries
the same basic information in all of us. It contains genes
that code for some blood proteins, insulin, and the milk-di-
gesting enzyme lactate dehydrogenase, as well as other pro-
teins and regulating factors. The specifics of the informa-
tion on your chromosome 11 are different from those
found on the same chromosome in either of your parents.
Think of building a planned neighborhood. Each house
could have the same general blueprint and floor plan, but
still look a bit different. Maybe the front doors are all cen-
tered, but each has different windows. The walls could be
built the same way but be garnished with different siding
and paint. On first glance, the neighborhood might look
diverse, but with some study, you would notice that all the
houses are similar. The same could be said about human
beings. Hair can change. Skin color can change. Facial
proportions can change. But deep within the cells we are
almost exactly the same.

Those similarities and differences both emerge
from our genes. Genes are located on chromosomes
(Figure 18.1). Humans have 23 pairs of chromo-
somes, for a total of 46 individual units of DNA. Twenty-
three chromosomes came from the egg, and the match-
ing 23 were delivered via the sperm during fertilization.
This means the egg and sperm cannot have the usual

“W

DNA sequence
The sequence of

bases (adenine, 

cytosine, thymine,

and guanine) on a

chromosome.

Phenotype
The appearance 

of an individual, as 

a direct result of

the alleles being

expressed.
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Separation of homologous chromosomes
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Outline Mendel’s basic experimental plan.

Describe Mendel’s two laws of inheritance.

Meiosis Figure 18.1
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Meiosis was discussed in Chapter 16 as the production of egg and sperm. Here we see an overview of the process,

from prophase I thorugh telophase II. Recall that meiosis I separates homologous chromosomes, breaking apart

tetrads, while meiosis II produces four haploid gametes.
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diploid chromosome comple-
ment (23 pairs). They must be
haploid, carrying only 23 indi-
vidual chromosomes (see Fig-

ure 18.1).

GREGOR MENDEL
EXPLAINED PATTERNS
OF INHERITANCE

The patterns of trait inheritance
were manipulated long before

chromosomes were even discovered. For thousands of
years, herders and breeders of livestock, including
dogs, have known they could develop better animals
through selective breeding. In the plant kingdom,
farming apparently arose because early farmers learned
they could improve on food crops by wise choice of the
parent plants.

Farmers and herders brought wild plants and
animals into domestication and greatly improved their
yields, but they had no scientific understanding of the
mechanisms of that improvement. Scientists and farm-
ers alike tried to explain inheritance, but only one pro-
vided a plausible—and accurate—theory.

Gregor Mendel, a monk from Central Europe,
devoted years to studying the inheritance of traits in
many plants, including garden peas. The garden pea is
an easy-to-grow plant with specific and definable traits,
and it produces a simple flower that naturally self-polli-
nates. Left alone, pea plants will produce mature pollen
(the male gamete of the plant) on the anthers before
the flower opens. As in all flowers, when the pollen falls
on the female reproductive parts of the plant, called
the stigma, pollen tubes grow through the female
stigma into the ovary. Once this pollen contacts the
eggs, fertilization occurs and seeds develop.

Mendel realized he could control this process.
He cut into a closed flower and used a small paintbrush
to gently remove mature pollen from the anthers. He
then transferred that pollen to a different plant by cut-
ting the second flower and painting the pollen on its fe-
male part, the stigma. To prevent self-fertilization,
Mendel removed the pollen-producing anthers from
this second flower.

Mendel was not alone in his quest to under-
stand inheritance, but what set him apart was a combi-
nation of extensive research and studiously recorded,
precise field notes. He performed his experiments in
stages over seven years. He started by identifying traits
in the pea plant that existed in only two forms and did
not blend. For example, he noticed that pea flowers
were purple or white, but never lavender, and the pea
seeds were either yellow or green. The dried seeds
were either smooth and round or wrinkled. In total,
Mendel identified the seven nonblending traits listed
in Table 18.1.

Using these traits,
Mendel began his unparalleled
experiments, self-pollinating
and cross-pollinating his
plants, then recording the
phenotype for each trait in the
offspring. In each test, Mendel
observed hundreds of plants.
As he followed these traits, he
observed some surprising re-
sults, results that to this day ac-
curately predict the outcome
of genetic crosses. (See Fig-

ure 18.2.)

HERITABLE UNITS RANDOMLY
SEPARATE DURING GAMETE
FORMATION

Mendel discovered that phenotype is inherited and that
the proportion of each trait in the next generation is
fixed. If he began by crossing true breeding parents,

all the offspring in the first
generation (called F1) had
only one of the parental traits.
For example, in crossing a
purple-flowered plant with a
white-flowered plant, the first
generation was 100 percent
purple. It appeared that pur-
ple was dominant over white.

What had happened
to the recessive white color?
When Mendel self-pollinated
the F1 plants, the white flow-
ers miraculously reappeared
in the second generation, F2.
Oddly, flower color always had
the same ratio: roughly 1
white-flowered plant for every
three purple-flowered plants.

In seeking an explana-
tion, Mendel decided there
must be some “heritable unit,”
which we now understand as

✕

TRAIT

Flower color

Seed color

Seed shape

Pod color

Pod shape

Flower and 
pod position

Plant height

DOMINANT RECESSIVE

Purple White

Yellow Green

Round Wrinkled

Green Yellow

Round Constricted

Axial (along stem) Terminal (at top of stem)

Tall Dwarf

✕

✕

✕

✕

✕

✕

✕

Self-pollinating
Transferring the

pollen of a flower di-

rectly to the stigma

of the same flower.

Cross-
pollinating
Fertilizing the ovum

of a flower with

pollen from a 

different plant.

(Dominant) (Recessive)

Tall

X

Tall Tall Tall

P generation

F1 generation

F3 generation

Self-fertilization

Self-fertilization Self-fertilization Self-fertilization Self-fertilization

Dwarf

All tall
(dominant trait)

Dwarf

F2 generation

Mendel’s experimental setup Figure 18.2

In the first generation, Mendel cross-pollinated two true

breeding parents demonstrating opposite traits. In the example

given he bred a tall plant with a short plant. He then recorded

the phenotypes of the first generation that resulted from this

cross. The first generation was then pemitted to self-pollinate.

Again the phenotypic results were painstakingly recorded for

every resulting plant. These data were what Mendel used to

predict the phenotypic ratios resulting from cross-pollination.

True breeding
Plants that reliably

produce the same

phenotypic traits in

their descendants

with every self-

pollination.

Dominant
An allele of a gene

that determines

phenotype even if

only one such allele

is present.

Recessive
An allele of a gene

that determines

phenotype only

when two like alle-

les are present.

Diploid
Having two copies

of every chromo-

some (the usual 

situation in body

cells).

Haploid
Having one copy of

every chromosome

(the number in our

eggs and sperm).

The seven traits Mendel used to study
genetic inheritance Table 18.1
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endel’s experiments provided a great
starting point for the science of genetics,
although their significance was not rec-
ognized until nearly 40 years had passed.

To completely understand inheritance as we now know
it, we need more terms than simply dominant, recessive,
phenotype and genotype. When a gene can have alter-
nate forms, such as white or purple color, these forms
are called alleles. Each somatic cell contains two copies

of every gene, one obtained
from each parent. When the
two alleles are identical, the
genotype is homozygous for
that gene. A homozygous gene
is usually denoted by two iden-

Modern Genetics Uncovers a More Complicated Picture      595

the various alleles found within genes. He hypothesized
that these “heritable units” must exist in pairs in the
parent and that these pairs separate as pollen and egg
are formed. Each gamete would carry only one of the
parent’s “heritable units.” Therefore, one of these “her-
itable units” from each parental plant is transferred to
each offspring. Mendel called this the Law of Segrega-
tion and defined it as the random separation of
parental “heritable units” during gamete formation.

MENDEL ALSO FORMULATED THE LAW
OF INDEPENDENT ASSORTMENT

As Mendel’s experiments got more sophisticated, he
tracked several traits at once, and again he saw a pat-
tern. There seemed to be no connection between the
expression of one trait and the expression of the other.
The expression of each trait was independent from the
expression of another. In other words, even if a pea
plant’s flower color was dominant, he could not predict
if its pea seed color would also be dominant. Mendel’s
Law of Independent Assortment states that each trait is
carried in the egg and pollen as a separate entity, with
no effect on any other trait (Figure 18.3).
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CONCEPT CHECK

Which term describes your appearance,
phenotype, or genotype?

How many chromosomes are carried in the egg?
In the sperm?

Define the Law of Segregation.

Explain why peas were a good test plant for
Mendel’s experiments.

How does the Law of Independent Assortment
explain the seemingly random inheritance of two
traits?

Law of independent assortment: 
dihybrid cross Figure 18.3

This square shown in Part A shows the expected phenotypes of

plants when two traits are simultaneously observed in the F1

generation. A W indicates the dominant allele for smooth

texture, and a G indicates the dominant allele for yellow color.

The lower case letters indicate wrinkled texture (w) and green

color (g). The law of independent assortment states that when a

plant dominant for both traits is cross-pollinated with a plant

recessive for both observed traits, the second, self-fertilized

generation will show a predictable 9:3:3:1 ratio of dominant and

recessive traits.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Explain the interaction of dominant and recessive alleles.

Understand that alleles can also be multifactorial, or co-dominant.

Analyze a Punnett square.

tical letters, such as AA, or aa. Homozygous individuals
can be homozygous dominant, meaning both alleles
code for the dominant trait (AA), or homozygous re-
cessive (aa). If one allele codes for the dominant trait
and the other codes for a recessive trait, the genotype is
heterozygous. Heterozygotes are usually indicated with
a capital and a lower case letter, Aa.

Only homozygous recessive individuals express
a recessive phenotype. If one allele is dominant, the
dominant phenotype must be expressed. This means
that if your appearance includes a recessive trait, all of
your gametes carry only the recessive allele. You are ho-
mozygous recessive for that trait. If your phenotype is
dominant, you could be homozygous dominant or het-
erozygous, and it is hard to predict which allele any one
of your gametes will carry.

We all have traits that define our phenotype:
hair that is brown, black, blonde, or red; eyes that are
blue, green, brown, or hazel; hair that is straight or
curly; skin that is dark or light. But it turns out that hu-
man inheritance is more complicated than that of
Mendel’s pea plants. Very few of our phenotypic traits
demonstrate simple dominant—recessive interactions

Modern Genetics Uncovers a More 
Complicated Picture

M

Somatic
Related to the body,

in contrast to 

the gametes.
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(Table 18.2). We can pre-
dict the possibility of passing
these simple traits to our off-
spring just as Mendel did with
his peas. While these traits are
not terribly important to our
overall fitness, they do

demonstrate that a few human genes follow the same
rules as Mendel’s pea plants.

CODOMINANCE COMPLICATES 
THE PICTURE

Many traits in humans, including hair color, eye color,
and facial structure, exhibit incomplete dominance or
codominance rather than the complete dominance that
Mendel found. Incomplete dominance tends to pro-
duce different phenotypes based on the combination
of alleles present in heterozygotes. Codominance oc-
curs when the effect of both alleles appears in the
heterozygote.

How can this happen? Many human traits are
polygenic, meaning the phenotype results from the in-

teraction of many genes, not the expression of just one.
Furthermore, many of our traits are multifactorial
traits, meaning polygenic traits that are also influenced
by environment. These traits express a continuum of
phenotypes, usually producing a bell-shaped curve on a
plot of their distribution in the population. Body type,
muscular development, fat deposition, and height are
all multifactorial traits.

Blood type is an excellent example of codomi-
nance (Figure 18.4). There are three alleles for
blood type: the A allele, the B allele, and the O allele.
The A allele codes for a modification of the original
precursor erythrocyte surface protein randomly desig-
nated “A.” Similarly, the B gene codes for modifications
that produce the marker protein B. The O allele codes
for no modified marker protein, effectively a null al-
lele. If one of your alleles is A, and the other is A or O,
you have type A blood. Similarly if you have two B alle-
les, or a B and an O, your blood type is B. If one allele
is A and the other B, however, you have type AB blood.
If you are homozygous O, you have type O blood. In
each case, both alleles are expressed in the phenotype,
which is the meaning of codominant. The alleles that
are present do not blend to form an entirely new AO
marker protein that differs from the A or the O, nor do
they form an AB protein that is different from the indi-
vidual A or B modified markers. Instead each allele
codes for a separate protein, which is translated and

A, O A, B, AB, O A, B, AB A, O B, O

A A

A, B, AB B, O A, B, AB A, B O

A B A AB A O B B

B AB B O AB AB AB O O O

Parents

Offspring

Parents

Offspring

Blood typing inheritance Figure 18.4

HH′

HHH

H′

H H′

GENOTYPES PHENOTYPES

HH
(curly)

HH′
(wavy)

HH′

Results:
1 curly: 2 wavy: 1 straight

HH′

H′H′
(straight)

HH′ H′H′

Hair patterns Figure 18.5

Cleft in chin No cleft dominant, cleft recessive

Hairline Widow’s peak dominant, straight 
hairline recessive

Eyebrow size Broad dominant, slender recessive

Eyebrow shape Separated dominant, joined recessive

Eyelash length Long dominant, short recessive

Dimples Dimples dominant, no dimples 
recessive

Earlobes Free lobe dominant, attached recessive

Eye shape Almond dominant, round recessive

Freckles Freckles dominant, no freckles recessive

Tongue rolling Roller dominant, nonroller recessive

Finger mid–digital hair Hair dominant, no hair recessive

Hitchhiker’s thumb Straight thumb dominant, hitchhiker’s 
thumb-recessive

Interlaced fingers Left thumb over right dominant, right 
over left recessive

Hair on back of hand Hair dominant, no hair recessive

Fitness
Ability to produce

living offspring and

pass on DNA.

added to the membrane of the red blood cells. There-
fore, in type AB blood, the erythrocytes show both the
A and the B protein, and with the genotype AO you will
find both an A and an O marker on the red blood cells.

Incomplete dominance governs the human
voice pitch, eye color, and hair curliness. The lowest and
highest pitches in male voices occur in men who are ho-
mozygous dominant (AA) or homozygous recessive (aa)
for the trait that determines pitch. All intermediate-
range (baritone) voices are heterozygous (Aa). We see
the same blending of traits in eye color. If one parent
has green eyes and the other has brown, there is a good
chance the children will express a blended, dark blue
eye color. Recently, scientists have discovered that eye
color is determined via an interaction of at least three
different genes, each affecting the phenotype of the
other. Although this trait requires more than one gene,
the interactions between them can be understood in

light of incomplete dominance. In Caucasians, hair can
be either straight (HH), wavy (Hh), or curly (hh). Wavy
hair is an intermediate phenotype, indicating incom-
plete dominance of the curly trait (Figure 18.5).

PUNNETT SQUARES SHOW 
THE POSSIBILITIES

The Punnett square, a tool used to determine probabil-
ity of genotypic combinations in offspring that we intro-
duced in Figure 18.3, works much like the multiplica-
tion tables you may remember from grade school. The
alleles carried by one parent for the gene in question
are listed across the top, representing that parent’s po-
tential gametes. The left side lists the other parent’s al-
leles. In the center boxes of the table, the allele at the
top and the one to the left are “multiplied” or com-

Dominant/recessive traits in humans
Table 18.2
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bined, resulting in one possible allelic combination that
these two parents could produce.

Further complicating the inheritance pattern
of humans, the sex chromosomes (X and Y) carry dif-
ferent traits. There are more alleles on the X chromo-
some than on the Y, meaning that males (XY) have but
one copy of the alleles found only on the X chromo-
some. Color blindness is one such trait. The gene for
color discrimination is on the X chromosome but not
the Y. If a female XX carries the gene for color blind-
ness on only one of her two X chromosomes, she will
not express the defect. During egg production half of
her eggs however, will carry the defective gene. If the
fertilizing sperm carries a Y chromosome, it cannot pro-
vide a correct copy of the gene, resulting in a color-
blind male child. Despite these differences, inheritance
patterns for these so-called sex-linked traits, which you
will learn more about later in the chapter, can be pre-
dicted using a simple Punnett square (Figure 18.6).

Looking back at Figure 18.3, notice that
Punnett squares predict the phenotypic ratios that
Mendel observed in his pea plant experiments. Cross-
ing a homozygous dominant individual and a homozy-
gous recessive individual yields 100 percent heterozy-
gous offspring, regardless of the trait. All of these
individuals will express the dominant trait. Self-pollinat-
ing these heterozygotes yields three phenotypically
dominant offspring and one phenotypically recessive
individual (who has a homozygous recessive genotype).
The same Punnett square can be used to represent
flower color in peas or attached earlobes in humans. It

is amazing that Mendel accurately explained this using
his “heritable unit” without any knowledge of genes or
chromosomes. Even with inheritance patterns of
codominance or incomplete dominance, Punnett
squares predict the proportions of potential genotypes
of the offspring. The phenotypic expression of those
genes may not yield the typical 3:1 or 9:3:3:1 ratios ex-
pected by Mendel, but the expected genotypes remain
in these ratios.

Y
XC Xc

XC Xc

XC

XC

Y

XCY XCXc

XCXC XCXc XCY XcY

XCY

XCXC XCXc

XcY

Possible
sperm
types

Possible
ova types

Punnett square

Possible
genotypes
of zygotes
(in boxes)  

Meiosis

Possible
phenotypes
of offspring

Normal male Normal female who
carries recessive gene

Normal
female

Normal
female
(carrier)

Normal
male

Color-blind
male

An example of the inheritance of red-green
color blindness Figure 18.6

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Summarize the steps in transcription and translation. Understand the significance of Beadle and Tatum’s experiment.

The Central Dogma of Genetics Is
Still Accurate

ow do we know that alleles are the heri-
table units of Mendel’s observations? Al-
though this seems obvious now, consid-
erable time and several breakthroughs

were required to identify the “heritable unit,” find out
where it existed in the cell, and determine how it
worked. In 1941, two scientists demonstrated that DNA
was the chemical in Mendel’s “heritable unit.” George
Beadle and Edward Tatum, using cultures of the fungus
Neurospora, showed that one sequence of DNA coded
for one protein. This one gene, one enzyme idea
marked the beginning of our understanding of how
DNA produces proteins. Before this, it was thought that
proteins might contain the unit of heredity because
they occur in such enormous variety. Early scientists
thought that since 20 amino acids make up the myriad
proteins in the body, but only four nucleotides com-
prise DNA, surely the amino acids were the key to in-
heritance. This line of thought suggested that proteins
were the basis of heredity.

Although proteins seemed a logical candidate
as the genetic material, many scientists had begun to
question this theory. Beadle and Tatum began looking
for a way to conclusively identify the heritable unit.
They understood that X-rays caused mutations that
could prevent proper functioning of some pathways in
organisms. They reasoned that if they could
“knock out” and then restore a function, they
could learn what molecule was carrying
the information that the radiation de-
stroyed.

Beadle and Tatum first irradi-
ated colonies of Neurospora sp. to create
mutant strains, and then they mated
them with normal colonies (Figure

18.7, page 600). They spread the result-

CONCEPT CHECK

What is meant by
“homozygous dominant”?
“Heterozygous”?

Define multifactorial
traits.

What can be learned from a Punnett
square?

ing spores on minimal media,
which lacks amino acids and
vitamins, and replica plated
them to various supple-
mented media containing
certain needed amino acids.
Colonies that could not grow
on the minimal media, but did
flourish on one of the supple-
mented media plates, demon-
strated that the mutated gene
merely knocked out the ability
to metabolize one amino acid.
By learning what was neces-
sary for growth in minimal media, Beadle and Tatum
demonstrated that knocking out one gene inhibits the
function of one protein. This was good evidence that
DNA controls protein production.

TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION
CONVERT DNA INTO PROTEIN

The next step was to determine how DNA controls the
production of proteins. This mechanism has two steps:
transcription and translation. As you learned in Chap-

ter 3, transcription and translation are the
processes that convert the information car-

ried on DNA into proteins for the cell.
Transcription is copying information
from one medium to another using the
same language or alphabet. As you
hear a lecture and take notes, you tran-
scribe the information you hear into

written form. Translation is converting
information from one language to

H Minimal media
Growth media 

consisting of only

the essential 

requirements for

survival.

Supplemented
media
Growth media with

added nutrients and

growth factors.

A, O A, B, AB, O A, B, AB A, O B, O

A A A B A AB A O B B
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another. If English is not your native tongue, you may
be translating the words on the page into a more famil-
iar language as you read them. In the formation of pro-
teins, the meanings of transcription and translation are
similar to these everyday meanings.

Transcription is a change in medium Recall
that the information for new proteins is encoded in
DNA, which is stored in the nucleus of your cells, but
the machinery for making proteins resides in the cyto-
plasm. Transcription is the copying of a sequence of
nucleotide bases in DNA into messenger RNA (mRNA).
Unlike DNA, mRNA can leave the nucleus and carry in-
formation from the DNA to the cell’s protein-produc-
ing machinery.

Recall from Chapter 2 that there are structural
differences between DNA and RNA. RNA is a single-
stranded molecule, composed of individual nitroge-

nous bases arranged along a sugar phosphate back-
bone. Although this backbone is similar to that in DNA,
the sugar in RNA is ribose, not the deoxyribose of DNA.
The nitrogenous base thymine is replaced by uracil in
the synthesis of RNA. The usual base-pairing rule of
DNA (A to T and C to G) is altered in RNA because of
this substitution. Here the bases pair up A to U and C
to G.

Translation makes the proteins After the DNA
code is transcribed to mRNA, it must be converted
(translated) from nucleic acid “language” to amino acid
“language.” This occurs at the ribosomes, using transfer
RNA (tRNA) to match up one base pair to the mRNA.
Messenger RNA is “de-coded” by tRNA three bases at a
time. These three bases on mRNA are called a codon.
The matching three bases on the tRNA molecule are the
anti-codon. When codon and anti-codon meet at the ri-

bosome, the amino acid carried by the tRNA is incorpo-
rated into the growing polypeptide chain. Each codon
indicates one of the 20 amino acids.

The first and second base in the codon are vi-
tal, as they determine the specific amino acid added to
the growing protein chain. The third base carries infor-
mation, but it may “wobble,” or change, without affect-
ing the amino acid sequence of the protein. For exam-
ple, from the codon chart shown in Table 18.3 you
can see that CUU, CUA, CUG, and CUC all code for

Second Nucleotide in Codon

U C A G

The one-gene-one-enzyme theory Figure 18.7

CONCEPT CHECK

How did Beadle and Tatum’s
findings help explain the
function of DNA?

In one or two sentences, describe
what happens during transcription.
Repeat for translation.

What is “wobble” in the genetic
code?
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the amino acid leucine. Another example concerns the
codons that begin with AC. No matter which base occu-
pies position three, the amino acid represented is thre-
onine. These RNA codons are termed redundant be-
cause several codons can indicate the same amino acid.
All RNA codons are specific because each codon codes
for only one amino acid.

Biologists call the mechanism of transcription
and translation the “Central Dogma of Biology” be-
cause it has relevance to all aspects of their field.

In this table, the first nucleotide in the codon identifies the row of the amino 
acid. The second nucleotide in the codon identifies the column of the amino acid. 
This process identifies a box of four amino acids. The third nucleotide in the codon
identifies the specific amino acid in the box of four. Each triplet (e.g., UUU) 
is a codon. The table also shows the amino acids encoded by the codons and 

UUU Phe F Phenylalanine UCU Ser S Serine UAU Tyr Y Tyrosine UGU Cys C Cysteine
UUC Phe F Phenylalanine UCC Ser S Serine UAU Tyr Y Tyrosine UGC Cys C Cysteine
UUA Leu L Leucine UCA Ser S Serine UAA Stop codon UGA Stop codon
UUG Leu L Leucine UCG Ser S Serine UAG Stop codon UGG Trp W Tryptophan

CUU Leu L Leucine CCU Pro P Proline CAU His H Histidine CGU Arg R Arginine
CUC Leu L Leucine CCC Pro P Proline CAC His H Histidine CGC Arg R Arginine
CUA Leu L Leucine CCA Pro P Proline CAA Gin Q Glutamine CGA Arg R Arginine
CUG Leu L Leucine CCG Pro P Prohne CAG Gin Q Glutamine CGG Arg R Arginine

AUU Ile I Isoleucine ACU Thr T Threonine AAU Asn N Asparagine AGU Ser S Serine
AUC Ile I Isoleucine ACC Thr T Threonine AAC Asn N Asparagine AGC� Ser S Serine
AUA Ile I Isoleucine ACA Thr T Threonine AAA Lys K Lysine AGA Arg R Arginine
AUG Met M Methionine ACG Thr T Threonine AAG Lys K Lysine AGG Arg R Arginine

Start codon
GUU Val V Ualine GCU Ala A Alanine GAU Asp D Aspartic acid GGU Gly G Glycine
GUC Val V Valine GCC Ala A Alanine GAC Asp D Aspartic acid GGC Gly G Glycine
GUA Val V Valine GCA Ala A Alanine GAA Glu E Glutamic acid GGA Gly G Glycine
GUG Val V Valine GCG Ala A Alanine GAG Glu E Glutamic acid GGG Gly G Glycine

The codon table Table 18.3

the three-letter and single-letter abbreviations for each amino acid. In many 
cases, as shown in the table, codons that encode the same amino acid differ in 
the third nucleotide only (e.g., CCU, CCC, CCA, and CCG all encode proline). 
UAA, UAG, and UGA are stop codons. AUG encodes methionine and is also 
a start codon.

Chromosome

Neurospora

Acetylornithine Ornithine

Gene A Gene B Gene C
Gene D

Enzyme A Enzyme B Enzyme C Enzyme D

Citrulline ArginineArginosuccinine

Genes direct
the synthesis of
specific enzymes.

Enzymes catalyze
specific reactions in
biochemical pathways.

1 2 3 4 5A

B
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Understand the information in a pedigree chart.

Define sex-linked traits.

Genetic Counseling Puts Genetic Theory 
to Practical Use

ouples often request genetic counseling
before they choose to conceive. Genetic
counseling is the practice of predicting
the potential combinations of alleles two

individuals may produce. If there is a family history of
congenital disease, or if the potential parents feel they
are at risk of carrying a detrimental recessive allele, ge-
netic counseling can help alleviate their fears. Knowing
the probability of having a child with a genetic anomaly
can help couples decide whether or not to conceive.

PEDIGREE CHARTS TRACE TRAITS
THROUGH FAMILIES

Pedigree charts are symbolic representations of genetic
transmission of phenotypic traits through families. Us-
ing a pedigree chart (Figure 18.8a), researchers
can trace the pathway of a disease through families, and
characteristics of its transmission can be deduced. If,
for example, the disease is autosomal dominant, any-
one with the alleles Aa or AA will be afflicted (Figure

18.8b). If the disease shows up sporadically, or ap-
pears in a child of two asymptomatic parents, the dis-

ease is probably autosomal re-
cessive, and both parents were
heterozygous carriers for the
dysfunctional allele (Figure

18.8c).

Sex unspecified

Deceased

Female

Number of children
of indicated sex

Individuals with the trait

Mating

Male

Pedigree conventions

I

II

IV

III

V

I

II

IV

III

V

Dominant trait

Recessive trait

Roman numerals –

Arabic numerals –

Offspring

Generations

Individuals within a generation

I

II

4 3

1 2

1 2 3 4

A

B

C

Pedigree of autosomal dominant and
autosomal recessive diseases Figure 18.8

Barr Body

Nucleus with Barr body indicated
Figure 18.9

SOME TRAITS ARE SEX-LINKED

Humans have one pair of chromosomes, called the sex
chromosomes, that do not match in terms of size or
content. The sex chromosomes include the large, X
chromosome, and the small Y. These two determine
gender. If a Y chromosome is present during develop-
ment (XY), the fetus will become a male. If there is no
Y present (XX), the fetus becomes female.

Females have two copies of every gene on the X
chromosome, just like they do on their autosomal
genes. Since only one copy of each allele is needed dur-
ing normal growth and development, one X chromo-
some is randomly shut down. This shutdown occurs
during development, leaving one condensed X chro-
mosome as a Barr body within the nucleus (Figure

18.9). All the cloned progeny of this cell get the same
functional X and the same Barr body. Thus, human fe-
males consist of patches of genetically distinct tissues,
based on which X is inactivated in the patch. This is
called mosaicism. In humans this mosaic pattern is dif-
ficult to discern, but through genetic testing patches of
tissue can be identified as clones of the same original
cell. During development, the alleles on the active X
chromosome are expressed and those on the inacti-

vated X are repressed. Differences in the genes of the
two X chromosomes are markers for these cloned cell
populations. In other organisms, this mosaic patchiness
is more easily discerned. (For more on this topic, see
the “I Wonder. . .” box on page 604.)

The Y chromosome includes few functional
genes, with the most recent count coming to just 78
genes. It had previously been assumed that there were
no genes of consequence on the Y chromosome, but as
the number of genes identified increases this seems il-
logical. Scientists are just beginning to understand the
significance of the Y chromosome genes to the male.
Only one, the SRY gene, codes for male anatomical
traits. The remaining Y chromosome genes are “house-
keeping” genes, genes that are active in most body cells
and do not confer specific male characteristics. None
of these genes have specific homologous counterparts
on the X chromosome. This is a potential problem dur-
ing nuclear division, as the Y chromosome does not
condense and pair up with the X chromosome in the
same fashion as autosomal chromosomes. As men-
tioned, these two sex chromosomes are not homolo-
gous, and therefore they show
little pairing and crossing over
during cell division. Instead,
the Y chromosome includes a
series of palindromes that al-
low it to fold back on itself
during cell division. With lim-
ited ability to cross over dur-
ing meiosis or to silence dys-
functional genes on either the
X or the Y during development, mutations are more of-
ten retained and expressed in the developing male. In
females, two copies of X chromosome genes offer two
opportunities for a functional allele. The male, how-
ever, has only one X. The alleles that are carried on that
single chromosome must be used even if they are
slightly defective.

Genes that are carried on the one sex chromo-
some with no counterpart on the other sex chromo-
some code for sex-linked traits. Because there are so
many more functional genes on the X chromosome
than the Y, these are the genes usually referred to when
discussing sex-linked traits. Characteristics carried on

C

Autosomal
Any chromosome

other than the sex

chromosomes, 

X and Y.

Asymptomatic
Without symptoms.

Palindrome
A group of 

nucleotides with 

the same sequence

when read in either

direction 

(CGTTGC).

Describe chromosomal disorders.

Relate population genetics to evolution.

AU: pls. pro-
vide exact
location of
Barr body so
comp can
set
leader/label
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the X chromosome include color blindness and hemo-
philia. (Figure 18.10).

Male pattern baldness is not a sex-linked trait,
which should immediately let you know that the gene
causing the trait is not found on the X chromosome.
Instead, the gene for this type of hair loss is carried on
an autosomal chromosome. It is a polygenic trait how-
ever, with one factor contributing to its phenotypic ex-
pression located on the X chromosome. Showing this

trait is far easier, therefore, if the individual is a male
than if it is a female. Sex-influenced traits are carried
on autosomal chromosomes but are more common in
one sex than the other. Hormonal differences between
the two genders are most often responsible for the al-
tered expression of these genes.

Expression of the autosomal allele for male pat-
tern baldness follows a simple dominant/recessive rela-
tionship. It is, however, controlled by hormonal levels.

604 CHAPTER 18 Inheritance, Genetics, and Molecular Biology
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Why are tortoise-shell cats always female?

Female animals receive one X chromosome from each par-
ent, while males get an X from the mother and a Y from the
father. This causes some traits to be “sex-linked,” or pre-
sent in only one gender. The Y chromosome carries less
than 100 genes that govern the development of male
anatomy and physiology. The X chromosome carries many
more genes, some of which are reproductive and others
that are essential to normal body functioning. The female
embryo has two X chromosomes, but one randomly shuts
down in each embryonic cell early in development. The
same X chromosome is active in all daughter cells of any
particular embryonic cell, creating a situation where female
body cells have two distinct genetic lineages.

Biologists call such a person a mosaic, and the differ-
ent expression rates of alleles on the X chromosomes can
have visible and invisible consequences. In cats, X-pattern
inheritance is visible. Fur color is partly encoded on the X
chromosome, as shown in the diagram. Hair follicles may
have an X chromosome that codes for either orange or
black fur, which explains the speckled appearance of a tor-
toiseshell. Tortoise-shell fur cannot appear in males be-
cause all of their X chromosomes came from the mother’s X
chromosome, so they are all identical. There is no shutting
down of one X chromosome, as there is only one per cell.

Like cats, female humans are mosaics, and this affects
traits coded by the X chromosome. If females have a defect
on only one of their two X chromosomes, the functional
copy of the gene may be able to compensate for the defec-
tive X. The varying proportion of each particular X chromo-
some in the adult tissues of the female may explain why the
onset and intensity of X-linked genetic diseases vary more
in women than in men.

Because males have only one type of X chromosome,
any defective gene on it can cause disease. Scientists say
this explains why males have higher rates of X chromosome
diseases, such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy and hemo-
philia. But, paradoxically, having only one type of X chromo-
some may have accelerated evolution among males. X-
linked diseases can be powerful enough to kill males in
utero, or before reproductive age, which helps remove the

defective genes from the population. In evolutionary terms,
a weakness for the individual becomes a strength for the
group.

Mosaicism is a complicated story, but the tortoise-shell
cat with her pretty, varied fur says it all. “All X chromo-
somes are not created equal!”
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Circle = female
Square = male
No color = unaffected
Full color = affected
Half color = carrier

Pedigree of hemophilia in royal family Figure 18.10

If testosterone is present in the body along with the
dominant form of the allele, the dominant allele will be
expressed and pattern baldness will result. If no testos-
terone is present, or if testosterone is present only in
very low quantities as is typically the case in females,
pattern baldness may be present, but it will not be ex-
pressed (see Table 18.4).

Many of the genetic variations we see in the hu-
man species are due to mutations that have been per-
petuated in small, often isolated populations. Human
populations, just like any animal population, will un-
dergo more rapid evolution when they are reproduc-
tively isolated. Language and ethnicity can isolate hu-

man populations, even those
that live in close physical prox-
imity. Geographic structures
such as mountains, deep val-
leys, or broad deserts, can also
isolate human populations.

Despite isolation, humans exhibit a range of expected
phenotypes. For example, natural skin tones range
from various shades of brown, from extremely pale tan
to very dark brown. People are NOT blue, right?
Wrong! Amazingly, a group of people in the Trouble-

Genetic Counseling Puts Genetic Theory to Practical Use      605

Genotype Gender Phenotype

BB Male Pattern baldness

BB Female Thinning hair late in life

Bb Male Pattern baldness

Bb Female Normal hair retention

bb Male Not bald

bb Female Not bald

Tortoise-shell cat

In a tortoise-shell cat, the X chromosome may encode for fur

that is orange or black. Because one X chromosome is inacti-

vated in each embryonic cell, the female body contains two ge-

netic clones: one expresses black fur, the other orange. These

clones show up as patches of different colored fur on the cat.

Maternally inherited 
X chromosome

Paternally inherited 
X chromosome

Embryo at
time of
X-inactivation
(color indicates
which X is active)

Zygote Portion of
embryo
showing
clones of cells

Adult
showing 
mosaic 
fur pattern

(B � dominant bald allele)

Evolution
Descent with 

modification.

Pattern baldness enotypes and phenotypes
Table 18.4
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“Blue” baby from Troublesome Creek, Kentucky
Figure 18.11

some Creek area of Kentucky occasionally produce a
blue child (Figure 18.11). These children are nor-
mal in all aspects except their coloration. They are born
the color of a bruised plum, and often they will retain
that color into adulthood. Some appear blue only when
they are angry or cold.

What is going on? The people of this area are
all descendants of Martin Fugate, a French orphan and
his red-headed American wife. Against all odds, both
Martin and his wife carried a recessive gene coding for
a nonfunctional enzyme in the blood. Methemoglobin
is a blue oxygen-carrying compound, a variant of nor-
mal hemoglobin, that is usually present in small
amounts in blood. Normally the enzyme diaphorase
converts methemoglobin to functional hemoglobin,
restoring blood’s red color. These people in Kentucky
cannot convert methemoglobin to hemoglobin, result-
ing in that blue coloration to the skin and mucous
membranes. Geographic barriers have isolated the pop-
ulation with the “blue gene” to the Troublesome and
Ball Creek lineages.

Fortunately for the blue people of this area, the
body has other compounds that will convert blue
methemoglobin to red hemoglobin. All that is really
needed is an electron donor. One of these is a com-
pound you may be familiar with—methylene blue, the
common laboratory blue stain, has been safely used to

restore the usual red color when used medicinally. Hap-
pily, modern medicine can correct the blue color, al-
lowing these people to lead normal lives without the
stigma of blue skin, but the allele remains in the popu-
lation. This strange phenomenon clearly demonstrates
that human inheritance and evolution follow the same
rules as those of other animals. Genes carry traits, and
traits can be either lost or enhanced in populations.

GENETIC COUNSELING CAN HELP
AVOID CHROMOSOMAL DISORDERS

Genes and chromosomes can be damaged during cell
division. Errors can occur in an entire chromosome,
part of a chromosome, or in a single gene. Gross errors,
called chromosomal disorders, include variations in
chromosome structure or number. These disorders in-
clude Down syndrome and fragile X mental retarda-
tion. According to the March of Dimes, chromosomal
disorders affect about 7.5 percent of fertilizations, but
many cause extreme deformities. Because many defec-
tive embryos abort spontaneously, only about 0.6 per-
cent of live births show genetic defects due to chromo-
somal disorders. Just as it can be heartbreaking to lose
a baby during pregnancy, it can be difficult to raise a
child born with a congenital defect. Most babies born
with congenital defects have troubles caused by a single
gene with recessive or domi-
nant alleles. Therefore, the
chances of conceiving a child
with a congenital defect
caused by recessive or domi-
nant alleles be predicted with
the Punnett square.

Other genetic disor-
ders are caused by a series of
alleles spread over several
genes, which, if present in one
individual, lead to the expres-
sion of a genetic defect. These
defects depend on the balance
of interaction between several
genes and the environment.
These multifactorial disor-
ders include cleft lip and

palate, rheumatoid arthritis, epilepsy, and bipolar disor-
der. Simple traits such as skin color, hair color, and
weight are also multifactorial traits. As you know from
observing these traits in your own family, the inheri-
tance of multifactorial traits is most apparent in the im-
mediate generation. As individuals become farther re-
moved from the affected individual (the carrier), the
trait rapidly disappears. As an example, your hair color
is probably closer to that of your parents than to your
great-grandparents.

Sometimes unpredictable genetic disorders,
caused by mutations or improper meiotic divisions, ap-
pear in families. Mutations occur with amazing fre-
quency, at an estimated rate of about 1 misplaced base
per 50 million nucleotides. That works out to 120 muta-
tions per new cell. Although several enzymes “patrol”
your DNA looking to repair these errors, and natural
selection is constantly trying to delete defective genes
from generation to generation, genes are not perfect.
Things can go wrong. However, with our increasing
knowledge of genetics, potential parents have tools at
their disposal that take some of the guesswork out of

producing healthy children. One option is the time-
tested “let’s fall in love, get married, and take our
chances” approach. But some couples are more inter-
ested in taking control of their genetics. For these peo-
ple, genetic counseling is a great choice. Table 18.5

lists some of the many genetic disorders that can be
screened through genetic counceling.

Certain religious or ethnic groups have a
higher proportion of detrimental recessive alleles than
others. Ashkenazi (north European) Jews and French
Canadians, for instance, have a higher likelihood of car-
rying the recessive allele for Tay-Sachs disease because
their populations intermarry more than other groups.
Tay-Sachs is a fatal disease caused by a dysfunctional
lysosomal enzyme in the brain. Normally, neurons cre-
ate fatty substances that are easily removed from the
brain by lysosomes. In Tay-Sachs, the allele that codes
for the enzyme which breaks down these fatty sub-
stances is defective, so the fats build up. The affected
homozygous recessive individual develops normally
until age 4, but brain function then deteriorates
rapidly. The gene for this defective lysozomal enzyme is

Disorder Type Symptoms Carriers/Type of Disease

Huntington’s disease Chromosome abnormality Affects the brain, causing poor memory, Dominant autosomal disease
lack of coordination, mood swings, 
lack of fine motor control

Turner syndrome Chromosome abnormality Short stature, improperly developed Missing or incomplete X chromosome
ovaries, stocky appearance, webbed neck, (XO female)
low hairline

Klinefelter syndrome Chromosome abnormality After puberty, males develop breast tissue, XXY males
have less muscle mass, and little facial hair

Cri-du-Chat syndrome Chromosome abnormality Distinctive cry due to abnormal larynx 
development, small birth weight, Deletion in chromosome 5
microcephaly, heart defects, facial deformities

Phenylketonuria Single-gene disorder Severe brain damage, epilepsy, eczema, Autosomal recessive
microcephaly and a musty body odor

SCID Single-gene disorder High rate of infections soon after birth, X-linked recessive trait
including pneumonia and meningitis

Sickle cell disease Single-gene disorder Loss of function in organs where oxygen Autosomal recessive trait
delivery is compromised, shortened life span

Cystic fibrosis Single-gene disorder Coughing, wheezing, respiratory illnesses, Defective gene on chromosome 7; 
salty-tasting skin, weight loss. recessive

Marfan syndrome Single-gene disorder Connective tissue disorder causing excessive Autosomal dominant disease on
growth with little strength, long fingers toes chromosome 15
and shins, weakened heart valves

Congenital
A condition that is

present at birth,

due to genetic 

or environmental

factors; usually

detrimental.

Multifactorial
disorder
Genetic disorder

due to a combina-

tion of genetic and

environmental 

factors.

Genetic disorders, their symptoms and their predominant carriers Table 18.5
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CONCEPT CHECK

What can be learned
from a family pedigree?

Which chromosome
carries the genes for sex-
linked traits?

How do the people in
Troublesome Creek,
Kentucky, help
demonstrate the theory
of evolution?

recessive, so phenotypically normal heterozygous carri-
ers are not aware that they are carrying this potentially
lethal mutation. Sadly, up to 1 in 25 Ashkenazi Jews are
thought to be carriers. When marrying within the faith,
Ashkenazi Jews often request a compatibility score from
a genetic counseling service, which will deliver a score
indicating the probability that the two will conceive a
child with Tay-Sachs. As of May 2005, 646 marriages had
been found to be incompatible, and over 150,000 peo-
ple had been tested in just one testing facility. Each
child from those 646 discouraged marriages would have
had a 25 percent chance of suffering from the disease,
and a 75 percent chance of carrying it. This type of test-
ing has caused a dramatic reduction in deaths due to
Tay-Sachs.

Tay-Sachs is a relatively simple disease to ex-
plain. If both parents are carriers, each child has a 25
percent chance of contracting the disease. But genetic
counseling regarding other traits and disorders can be
a lot more complicated, and it can force couples to

Biotechnology and DNA: The Facts, the Pros, 
and the Cons
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Ethics of Prenatal Genetic Testing

Rapid advances in genetics have raised the promise—or the

peril?—of learning about the genetics of children yet to be

born. Already, prenatal ultrasound can reveal the sex of a fe-

tus, and some parents in the many cultures that favor male

babies have responded by aborting female fetuses. This

practice has increased the ratio of male to female children in

China, and perhaps elsewhere.

As you remember from Chapter 17, prenatal genetic

testing can take two forms: testing the developing baby

with chorionic villi sampling or amniocentesis, and testing

the genes of potential parents. Each process raises ethical

questions.

Prenatal genetic sampling is done primarily to detect

chromosomal abnormalities, such as Down syndrome, and

focuses on women aged 35 or over, who are more likely to

have children with these abnormalities. These genetic prob-

lems cannot be corrected, and the only “solution” is to

abort such a “defective” fetus or to understand and accept

the challenges of raising such a child. If a problem is discov-

ered, at the very least the results of the test can alert the

parents to their future child’s special needs. Any benefits of

these tests must be weighed against the chance that the in-

vasive sampling itself will harm the fetus. In the future, as

the knowledge of genetics increases, we may see sampling

of the embryo itself, in the hopes of intercepting genetic

diseases even earlier.

A more complicated set of ethical questions arises

when parents want to analyze their own genes before con-

ception. In a few cases, the need for such analysis is clear

and convincing. If a genetic disease like the deadly nerve

disorder Huntington’s disease runs in the family, parents

might want assurance that they will not pass the gene to

their children. Testing might reveal a high probability of

their passing on this disease, which could entail avoiding

pregnancy.

But genetic situations can present confusing ethical de-

cisions, especially now that scientists are detecting the ge-

netic components of dozens or even hundreds of diseases

and conditions. Many of these genes do not amount to a

death sentence. Would a genetic predisposition for cancer

matter if the gene raised the child’s risk of cancer by 10 per-

cent? What if it doubled the risk of cancer? A gene for high

cholesterol might, statistically, shorten the lifespan. But sta-

tistics apply to groups, not individuals. How would you re-

spond to the idea that your child might face extreme choles-

terol levels?

Prenatal genetic analysis also raises social and 

economic questions: Testing and genetic counseling are 

expensive, and yet the uncertainties are likely to outnumber

the certainties for years to come. How much are you willing

to spend to get a glimpse of your potential child’s 

genetic future?

Genetic testing has aroused 

opposition among disability rights

groups, who tend to see it as eugen-

ics: an effort to “improve” the human

genome by pruning out genes—and

people—with “defective” genes.

The picture is complicated now, and the only thing we

can say for sure is that better knowledge of genetics will

make the issue of prenatal testing even more complex. A

strong basic understanding of human genetics will help pre-

pare you to answer the difficult questions you may confront

in your reproductive years.

Genome
Total genetic 

content of an 

organism.

NA is DNA (Figure 18.12, page
610). When you work with it in the labo-
ratory, it makes little difference where it
came from, as all DNA is composed of

the same four nucleotides, held in the same basic
arrangement. What makes each organism, and each in-
dividual, unique is the sequence of nucleotides at-
tached to the sugar-phosphate backbone.

To understand the “language” of genetics, we
must identify the sequence of bases encoded in DNA.
The techniques used to isolate DNA and identify the

base sequence include nucleic acid hybridization, gel
electrophoresis, PCR, and RFLP analysis.

To isolate DNA from an organism, we pop the
cell membrane and remove the nucleus. Through cen-
trifugation, we separate the
denser nucleus from the
lighter organelles and cyto-
plasm, thus concentrating the
DNA. With specific buffers
and chemicals, we remove
pure DNA from the nucleus.

D

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

List four biotechnologies used in modern research.

Understand how DNA is used in the courtroom.

Centrifugation
Rapid spinning of a

sample to separate

fragments by

density.

make difficult decisions. If there is a family history of
congenital disease, or if the potential parents feel they
are at risk of carrying a detrimental recessive allele, ge-
netic counseling can help alleviate their fears (see the
Ethics and Issues box).

Define genetic modification and transgenic organism.

Briefly define the outcome of the Human Genome Project.
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dissociated, single-stranded DNA where the bases
match. We can then use specific kinds of RNA to locate
genes for specific proteins on the DNA by matching the
proper RNA from protein translation to the exact seg-
ment of DNA that created it.

How is this possible? Return to the central
dogma and play the mental game of working backwards
from the protein to the DNA sequence that codes for it.
We must first choose a protein and determine the
amino acid sequence. Insulin was the first human pro-
tein sequenced. Because of its relatively simple con-
struction and the ease with which insulin could be har-
vested, it became the first protein used in this
technology. It is a relatively small protein, composed of
two polypeptide chains. The first chain has only 21

amino acids and the second has 30.
To sequence a protein, we

chemically disassemble it and iden-
tify each amino acid as it comes off.
Because each amino acid is coded
for by a specific three-base codon,
we can re-create the tRNA mole-
cules that were used to create the
original protein. Working back-
wards using the codon table, the
amino acid sequence gives us the se-
quence of tRNA molecules that cre-
ated the protein. This is the reverse
of translation. Going back another
step, we take the tRNA anticodon
sequence and re-build the neces-
sary mRNA codon sequence. We
can then build this mRNA sequence
in the laboratory, which we often
“label” with a radioactive com-
pound. Radioactive phosphorus (P-
32), being relatively easy to work
with, is often used to mark the en-
tire RNA backbone at the phos-
phate groups. P-32 is easy to trace
during the experiment. If you add a
laboratory-synthesized piece of P-32
radio-labeled mRNA to dissociated
DNA, the radio-labeled mRNA will
bind to its complementary spot
on the DNA. Once you locate the
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Cesium gradient Figure 18.13

When centrifuged at high speeds, cesium chloride solutions form a density 

gradient from most dense at the bottom of the tube to least dense at the top. 

The density of pure DNA lies near the middle of this gradient. One of the 

simple techniques used to obtain a pure sample of DNA is to spin the impure 

DNA sample on a cesium chloride gradient. Pure DNA will form a band where 

its density matches that of the surrounding cesium chloride. The band can be 

visualized using the proper DNA staining techniques. Once located, the pure 

DNA can easily be removed from the cesium chloride gradient with a syringe.

Polymerase Chain Reaction

Target

Template

Melt DNA

Anneal
Primers

Extension

Products

Dissociated DNA and probe annealing Figure 18.14

Template DNA is split apart (dissociated) using heat. The single strands of DNA are

then exposed to RNA probes that will bind, or anneal, to specific matching areas of the

DNA. Transcriptional enzymes will elongate the bound RNA, creating a new strand of

DNA. Often the nucleotides provided in the elongation step are radiolabeled to allow

experimental tracing of the newly created pieces of DNA.

DNA Figure 18.12

We then spin the DNA on a cesium
chloride gradient (Figure

18.13), a chemical that forms a
gradient with the density necessary
to isolate DNA, resulting in bands of
extremely clean DNA.

PURIFIED DNA CAN BE USED 
IN LABORATORY PROCEDURES

Once purified DNA is available, it is easy to work with
in the lab. DNA behaves predictably. It is double
stranded, and the bases always pair up A to T, and C to
G. If conditions favor the dissociation of the two
strands, they will fall apart (Figure 18.14). In-
creased heat is one factor that causes dissociation. To
re-anneal, or re-seal, the two complementary strands of
DNA, we return the sample to body temperature. This
is of no major consequence if we merely split and then
recombine the same pieces of DNA. But if we add DNA
from a different source or small pieces of RNA to the
mix, things get more interesting. RNA will bind to the
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radioactive label, you have identified the exact spot on
the chromosome where DNA and mRNA are comple-
mentary (Figure 18.15). And that spot is the loca-
tion of the gene for your original protein. Scientists
now have done this for many of our proteins, giving us
a good map of the location of many of our genes. 

RESTRICTION ENZYMES ARE 
THE “SCISSORS” OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

Once we locate a gene, we often want to isolate it, or
cut it away from the adjacent DNA. In 1970, two scien-
tists simultaneously discovered that bacteria carry en-
zymes that can cut DNA at specific palindromes. These
enzymes are restricted to acting only at a specific se-
quence of DNA bases. These so-called restriction en-
zymes act as a kind of immune defense for the bacteria.
Because they cut only sequences of DNA that are not
found in the bacterial chromosome, they destroy DNA
that is foreign to the bacterium such as that from an in-
vading virus. In 1970, these two scientists, Howard

Temin and David Baltimore,
purified a second type of nu-
cleotide altering enzyme: re-
verse transcriptase, an enzyme
with polymerization proper-
ties opposite those normally

found in eukaryotic cells. Re-
verse transcriptase is able to
produce DNA from RNA tem-
plates, effectively reversing the
usual transcription sequence
of creating mRNA from a
DNA template. Their under-
standing of this enzyme, combined with the discovery
of restriction enzymes, opened a whole new area of
molecular biology, supplying the tools needed to pre-
cisely manipulate DNA. By cutting DNA between
known sequences of bases, and mixing these cut pieces
with other pieces of DNA having matching ends, new
genes can be spliced into existing chromosomes.

Many restriction enzymes are now available,
each targeting a unique, specific recognition site
(Table 18.6). These recognition sites, though dif-
ferent for each enzyme, all have one thing in com-
mon—they are DNA palindromes. Some restriction en-
zymes cut DNA, leaving blunt ends—meaning that the
two backbones are cut parallel to each other at the
same base pair. Others leave sticky ends, with the two
pieces of DNA cut off center in the palindrome. This
produces two pieces of unequal lengths, with a 2- to 3-
base, single-stranded tail sticking off the end. These
two pieces of DNA are unstable and will immediately
re-anneal unless prevented from doing so, thus their
nickname, the “sticky ends” (Figure 18.16).

Examples

Enzyme Bacterial Origin Recognition Sequence Cutting Site

5�GAATTC 5�—-G AATTC—-3�
EcoRl Escherichia coli

3�CTTAAG 3�—-CTTAA G—-5�

5�GGATCC 5�—-G GATCC—-3�
BamHl Bacillus amyloliquefaciens

3�CCTAGG 3�—-CCTAG G—-5�

5�AAGCTT 5�—-A AGCTT—-3�
Hindlll Haemophilus influenzae

3�TTCGAA 3�—-TTCGA A—-5�

5�CCTNAGG
MstII Microcoleus species

3�GGANTCC

5�TCGA 5�—-T CGA—-3�
Taql Thermus aquaticus

3�AGCT 3�—-AGC T—-5�

5�GCGGCCGC
Notl Nocardia otitidis

3�CGCCGGCG

5�GANTC
Hinfl Haemophilus influenzae

3�CTNAG

5�AGCT 5�—-AG CT—-3�
Alul* Arthrobacter luteus

3�TCGA 3�—-TC GA—-5�

Polymerization
The chemical 

bonding of

monomers to form

a larger molecule.

Double-stranded DNA

Restriction sites

Restriction enzyme is 
added, cutting DNA 
at restriction sites.

Sticky endsRestriction
fragment

Sticky ends

T G G A T C C A G C

A

C

G C C T A G G T C G

G G A T C C A

C C T A G G T

G A T C C A

G T

G A T C C A G C

G T C G

G

C C T A G

T G

A

C

G C C T A G

Restriction enzymes and
sticky ends Figure 18.16

The restriction enzyme in this figure

recognizes the palindrome GGATCC,

cutting between the first and second

guanine bases. The resulting ends of the

DNA are unequal, or “sticky.”

Spliced
Two pieces of DNA

artificially joined 

together to form

new genetic

combinations.

Restriction enzymes, bacterial origin, and cutting site (HindIII, Bam HI, ecoR1, Pst 2, etc.)
Table 18.6

Denatured DNA is mixed with the radio-labeled mRNA strand created in the laboratory from an analysis of intact

insulin. The spot where the radio-labeled mRNA hybridizes with the DNA is the exact spot where the gene for

insulin lies.

Insulin mapping Figure 18.15
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RNA (in large
amounts compared
to DNA)

RNA hybridizes
with one DNA strand
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C

U
C
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www.wiley.com/
college/ireland

* � blunt ends
Source: Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restriction_enzymes#Types_of_restriction_enzymes
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sured that both types of DNA had matching sticky ends.
Mixing the two pieces of DNA and adding ligase (an
enzyme that seals and repairs DNA by reforming bro-
ken linkages between the phosphate groups and the

sugars in the backbones), he
inserted the new gene into the
DNA. This was an early use of
biotechnology, and the first
transgenic organism.

Recombinant DNA
technology is now common
and is often used to insert hu-
man genes into bacterial plas-
mids (Figure 18.17). If
inserted properly, the modi-
fied bacteria will produce the
human protein in large quan-
tities, making it available for
those people who cannot
make the protein themselves.
Following recombinant DNA
protocol, the insulin gene was

removed from human DNA, altered slightly to allow for
production in the bacterium, and added to bacterial
DNA. Bacteria carrying the human insulin gene now
mass produce the protein, which is harvested for injec-
tion by diabetics. Using this technique, scientists have
also engineered bacteria to produce vaccines and man-
ufacture ethanol and citric acid (a natural preserva-
tive); they have even engineered bacteria that can clean
up the environment by metabolizing toxic waste or pe-
troleum spills.

TRANSGENICS AND CLONES ARE PART
OF OUR BRAVE NEW WORLD

The first artificial transfer of genes occurred in bacte-
ria, but by carefully timing the introduction of the
DNA, genetic engineering of plants and animals is also
possible. One way to alter plant DNA is to use a vector,
such as bacteria that naturally infect the plant, to carry
the new gene into the cells. The bacteria are first in-
fected with a plasmid carrying the gene to be inserted.
Embryonic plant cells are grown with the transgenic

bacteria, and occasionally some plant cells pick up the
plasmid. Alternatively, embryonic plant cells can be
shocked with high voltage in the presence of the plas-
mid. As the cells respond to the electric shock, the plas-
mid is incidentally incorporated. Another route is to af-
fix the DNA to a microscopic metal sphere and literally
shoot it into embryonic plant cells, using a sterile gun
barrel in the laboratory (Figure 18.18,
page 616). Viruses can also be used to alter
host-cell DNA. The virus itself must be
transformed, removing the pathogenic ge-
netic material from within the viral coat
and replacing it with the gene of inter-
est. When the transformed virus infects
the plant, it injects the gene of interest
into the plant cells. Hopefully, the new
gene will incorporate into the plant
DNA just as the original viral genetic
material would have.

All these methods have been
used to create transgenic plants, with
Monsanto Corporation, Syngenta and Pi-
oneer Hi-Bred International taking the
lead in the production of transgenic corn,
rice, cotton, and soybeans. These crops are
catching on quickly around the world; about
100 million hectares were planted with transgenic crops
in 2005. In corn and cotton, genetic engineers have
added bacterial genes that impart insect resistance.
Corn and soybeans have received a gene that makes the
plants resistant to glyphosate, a popular and relatively
nontoxic herbicide. There may be unintended conse-
quences of these manipulations, which is why some sci-
entists as well as many other people are uncomfortable
about the increasing popularity of transgenic crops.

Genetic engineering can also be used to alter
the nutritional properties of a food. Scientists have
added a gene for beta carotene, a yellow nutrient that is
lacking in the diet of many people in Third World
countries, to rice. This “golden rice” was engineered to
help alleviate malnutrition by supplying a raw material
for vitamin A. Researchers are working on introducing
genes that direct edible plants to produce vaccine pro-
teins. Eating the raw plant would then provide both
plant nutrients and a dose of vaccine. It sounds good,
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Just two years after the Temin-Balti-
more discovery, Paul Berg at Stanford Uni-
versity used restriction enzymes to create
the first recombinant DNA molecule. Berg
first purified the DNA he was interested in,
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Plasmid

Restriction
fragment with
sticky ends

Cut plasmid
with sticky
ends

Bacterial DNA

Human cell

DNA

Nucleus
E. coli

Human DNA containing
gene of interest is isolated.
Bacterial plasmids are also
isolated.

1

Restriction fragments
and plasmids are mixed.
StIcky ends tend to 
bond.

4

DNA ligase is added,
to catalyze bonding.

5

Result is "hybrid"
plasmids with
recombinant DNA.

6

The same restriction
enzyme is added to human 
DNA and to plasmids, 
cutting both at the same 
restriction sites.

2

3

T G G A T C C A G C G G A T C C
A

A C C T A G G T C G C C T A G
G

T

Human DNA
containing gene
of interest

G
T

C
C

T A G G C A

C
A

G
G

A T C C G T

Restriction enzyme protocol Figure 18.17

Plasmids
Circular pieces of

double-stranded

DNA outside 

the nucleus or 

the main DNA of

the cell.

Transgenic
An organism with a

gene or group of

genes in its genome

that was transferred

from another

species or breed.

then cut it with a restriction enzyme to
open a slot for the new gene. Next he went
to a different source of DNA and cut out
the gene he wished to transpose, or move,
using the same restriction enzyme. This en-

Recombinant
DNA
The product of 

splicing genes.
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Microscopic 
metal pellets 
are coated 
with DNA

Acceleration of pellets 
into plant cell

Bacterial transfer of 
DNA into plant cell

DNA taken up by nucleus of plant cell
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Did you enjoy the transgenic food you ate today? If you

ate a food containing corn or soybeans, you probably ate

genetically modified food today, unless the food was all

organic, which by definition does not contain genetically

engineered ingredients. In the United States, most corn

and soybeans are transgenic (genetically modified or

GM), to make them easier to grow.

Is this safe? Is this wise? For a decade, these ques-

tions have swirled around GM seeds, which were intro-

duced in 1996. Advocates say that moving genes from

other organisms can improve the resistance of plants to

insects and disease, raise yields, allow cropping on mar-

ginal land, increase farmer profits, and improve nutrition.

Good monitoring and a careful understanding of the

genes that are moved will control risks, advocates say.

And they stress that farmers have been altering genes in

their crops since the dawn of agriculture.

Critics dispute many of these claims. To date, yield

improvements have been slight at best. No transgenics

have yet been approved for salty or droughted soils. And

golden rice, with its high level of vitamin A, has not yet

begun to prevent blindness caused by shortages of vita-

min A in developing countries, despite the considerable

publicity it attracted years ago. Critics also say that trans-

genic crops are a threat to the environment. They main-

tain that herbicide-resistant genes have already been car-

ried by pollen into several weeds in Canada and the

United States.

If true, this

proves that

early fears

about breeding

“super-weeds”

with genetic re-

sistance to her-

bicides were on

the mark.

Transgenics could also pose threats to human

health. For example, several years ago, a seed company

transferred a gene from the Brazil nut into soybean, in an

effort to make the protein more complete. Before the

seed reached the market, the company asked a univer-

sity lab to test the new seed, and the lab warned that the

crop would trigger food allergies among many people

who are allergic to nuts. The seed company halted the re-

search project. Depending on your perspective, the inci-

dent proved either that the safety system works or that

transgenic food can be dangerous. Nobody has yet ob-

served a wave of disease due to transgenic crops, but

critics say research into the human health effects of GM

crops is too scarce to let us be confident of its safety.

The soaring popularity of organic food indicates that

a substantial percentage of the U.S. population is leery of

GM food. But the rapid acceptance of GM crops by farm-

ers around the world indicates that farmers are happy to

avoid spraying insecticide and would rather buy a seed

that “makes its own pesticide.”

The debate over GM food has many sides. For exam-

ple, many people express more concern about cloning an-

imals than plants. In any case, great power brings great

responsibility. Can we wisely handle the responsibility

that comes with deliberately moving genes from one

species to another? Does the need to feed a soaring pop-

ulation without destroying more of the Earth mandate

that we adopt

every promis-

ing technol-

ogy? How do

we balance

threats to

human

health with

threats to the

environment?

Are genetically modified foods safe for the environment? 
Are they healthy to eat?
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but producing vaccines and other custom-made pro-
teins also raises major public health concerns. If food
plants start making vaccines, medicines, or industrial
products, can we absolutely prevent contamination of
our food with medicines or industrial chemicals? (For
more on this topic, see the Health, Wellness, and Dis-
ease box.)

Transgenic animals are more difficult to pro-
duce, as animal cells do not take up genes as readily as

bacterial or plant cells. Viral vectors are the most
promising route of introducing foreign genes into ani-
mal cells to date. Once a transgenic animal cell is cre-
ated, it must be cloned to produce a line of identical
animals, and cloning animals is more difficult than
cloning plants or bacteria.

Usually, transgenic animal cells are created by
inserting a gene into a fertilized egg. If the gene is
taken up, it will appear in every cell and hopefully will
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be expressed as intended. Although this sounds simple,
it is not. Often transgenic animals are sterile, requiring
that they be cloned to reproduce, introducing another
level of technological difficulty. In 1998, researchers at
the University of Hawaii, Manoa, cloned 50 transgenic
mice from adult cells after years of failures, giving the
mice a gene for a green fluorescent protein as a marker
that they were, in fact, cloned. All 50 mice glowed green
under UV light.

The Hawaii method, as it is now called, was a
simplification and a blending of two methods already
in use and sparked renewed interest in animal trans-
genics for pharmaceutical uses as well as livestock im-
provement. Using mice, the research team first identi-
fied a donor cell as the source of the adult DNA. The
donor cell was found in the follicle near the developing
egg. Dr. Ryuzo Yanagimachi removed these follicle cells
from the ovary and harvested their nuclei. Nuclei are
removed from cells using a tiny needle and some suc-
tion. This nucleus, like all nuclei in the body, contains
all the DNA of the mouse, although not all of it is ex-
pressed. The scientists injected this nucleus into the
nearby unfertilized egg. The egg, now holding all the
DNA of the mother, was effectively fertilized, meaning
that it did not hold the usual haploid complement of
chromosomes found in eggs, but a complete diploid set
of chromosomes. The only difference between this arti-
ficially fertilized egg and one that was fertilized via in-
troducing sperm was that this egg held exactly the same
DNA as the female who produced it. There was no sex-
ual reproduction, no mixing of genetic material, not
even any crossing over during gamete formation! This
artificially fertilized egg then divided just like one fertil-
ized normally. The resulting mouse pup was a genetic
clone of the donor.

This simple procedure has been a boon to ge-
netic technology and has been used to create larger
cloned animals. Where can this technology lead? The
guar is an extremely rare animal living in India. Scien-
tists have attempted to clone a guar into a cow egg us-
ing older fusion methods. Should they again have the
opportunity to harvest cells from this endangered ani-
mal, the Hawaii method should provide a larger per-
centage of living embryos, perhaps leading to a success-
ful cloning. With only 90 of these organisms left in the
wild, genetic engineering might be their only chance.

GENE THERAPY CAN CORRECT DEFECTS
AND TREAT DISEASE

As genetic engineers work on cloned and transgenic
animals, health researchers are also considering a dif-
ferent, less drastic step—gene therapy for humans. In
transgenic animals, the entire animal gets a new gene,
which was first inserted into the fertilized egg. In gene
therapy, genes are inserted into cells to correct defects
or treat disease. Defective or inactive genes are supple-
mented with active, functional copies of those genes in
the adult human. Many difficulties could arise from this
seemingly simple idea. An astronomical number of cells
might need to express the gene. How could we get the
gene inserted properly, and ensure that it is working
correctly in all of those cells?

One answer is to use viruses as vectors for gene
insertion. As discussed previously, viruses normally in-
ject their pathogenic DNA into the host’s chromo-
somes, either directly or through reverse transcription
of the viral RNA in retroviruses (review the discussion
of viral life cycles and retroviruses in Chapter 10 if nec-
essary). Removing the pathogenic viral genes and in-
serting transgenes take advantage of this viral mecha-
nism. The viruses become tiny gene therapy injectors,
delivering their modified and now helpful genetic con-
tents to cells. Of course, these viral particles are unable
to reproduce in the cells, limiting the number of cells
that can be “infected.” Often, bits of tissue requiring
the gene therapy are removed from the patient, ex-
posed to the virus, and then replaced, to ensure that
the virus reaches the target cells. Alternatively, the viral
vectors can be injected directly into the target tissue.

Even after succeeding in the daunting task of
getting the modified gene to the necessary cells, an-
other issue remains. Unless the gene was inserted into
the patient’s germ cells (gamete-producing cells), the
children of these genetically altered adults would be
likely to have the same genetic defect and the disease,
so they might also need gene therapy. On the positive
side, gene therapy was successfully used to treat a four-
year-old child who was unable to produce an enzyme
that caused a severe immunodeficiency. Following
closely on that success, in 2003 more than 600 clinical
trials using gene therapy were underway in the United
States for such diseases as severe combined immuno-

deficieny disease (SCID) and cystic fibrosis. Thus far, it
seems that gene therapy is a viable and successful treat-
ment for SCID, but successful treatment of other dis-
eases remains elusive. It’s fair to say that gene therapy
has not met its early promise, and research is needed to
understand why not.

DNA TECHNOLOGIES CAN BE USED 
TO IDENTIFY INDIVIDUALS

Turning DNA technology to societal needs rather than
food or medicine, scientists have perfected ways to pu-
rify DNA from crime scenes, separate it into small
pieces, and compare it to other DNA. The challenge in
this research is to compare DNA from various sources
in order to identify similarities. Many times crime scene
evidence provides precious little DNA, usually found in
tissue or body fluid, for examination. Somehow the
DNA in that sample must be amplified to have enough
to work with in the investigation. In 1983, in what some
have called the greatest single achievement in modern
molecular biology, Kary Mullis developed polymerase
chain reaction, or PCR. Mullis worked for a biotech
company and was probably not thinking about starring
in CSI, but his clever invention has brought biotech to
the millions.

PCR is a series of reactions that amplifies DNA
using the same enzymes that cells use to synthesize
DNA. You add a small amount of the sample DNA to be
amplified to a test tube, along with the four DNA nu-
cleotides as building blocks: DNA polymerase (the en-
zyme responsible for adding nucleotides during DNA

duplication), RNA or DNA
primer, and the appropriate
buffers. The tube is set in a
thermo-cycler, which raises and
lowers the temperature in a pre-
cise sequence. Rising tempera-
ture dissociates the double-
stranded DNA into two single
strands. As the temperature falls,
the primers anneal to each

strand and DNA polymerase binds to the primer/DNA
combination, creating a new complementary strand on
each strand of the original DNA (Figure 18.19).

The new complementary strands are made from the A,
T, C, and G bases present in the tube. As the tempera-
ture again rises, the newly created DNA dissociates, and

Double stranded
DNA to be copied

Heat Cool;

Primers
added

DNA polymerase 
and free nucleotides 
added

1 copy

2 copies

4 copies

DNA separated 
into single strands

Primers attach
to strands

Primers extend

1 copy made

Steps 1–3 repeated

Steps 1–3 repeatedSteps 1–3 repeated

1 2

3

Copying process continues as long as
sufficient primers, DNA polymerase, and
free nucleotides are available

PCR procedure Figure 18.19

RNA or DNA
primer A short

segment of RNA or

DNA binding to the 

original DNA strand,

initiating DNA

replication.
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your DNA to be compared to that found at the scene.
If the banding pattern of each sample is the same,
this is a sure sign that you were near the scene at some
point, and you had best start working on an alibi!
(See Figure 18.21.)

DNA fingerprinting can also be used to exoner-
ate the innocent. In more than 100 capital cases in the
past decade or so, “criminals” have been sprung from
prison on the basis of DNA evidence. Many of these
men had served more than a decade in prison for hor-
rific crimes that they had not committed. Though more
expensive and time-consuming than traditional meth-
ods, DNA fingerprinting can also be used to establish
paternity in rigorously contested cases. In this case, the
infant’s DNA fingerprint must show a high degree
of similarity with both the maternal and assumed pater-

nal fingerprints, demonstrating
banding patterns that can be
matched with either one parent
or the other. The trouble with us-
ing DNA fingerprinting to iden-
tify paternity is that the baby’s
DNA will be a combination of
maternal and paternal DNA,
showing new banding patterns
unique to the new individual. It
is easier and more reliable at this
point to use protein profiles
to match the infant with the
father—for example, those pro-
teins that appear on the red
blood cells.

Perhaps the most famous
use of DNA fingerprinting in the
courtroom in recent history is
the O. J. Simpson trial. At this
trial, DNA evidence was ruled in-
conclusive because of questions
concerning the quality and pu-
rity of the sample collection, and
the validity of the testing. This
was certainly not the first time
this technology had hit the court-
room floors, however.

The entire field of ge-
netic research remained out of
the courtrooms for many years

moving through a gel: when a current is applied ot the
gel larger fragments move more slowly, and the separa-
tion that results can be used to distinguish the various-
sized DNA fragments created by the restriction enzymes
(Figure 18.20). The name of this technique, restric-
tion fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), means just
that. Restriction enzymes create fragments of DNA that
are of different lengths in different individuals. By using
gel electrophoresis, the pattern of those fragment length
polymorphisms becomes visible.

This series of bands is your personal DNA fin-
gerprint. Approximately one in one billion people
will match your DNA fingerprint, unless you have an
identical twin. Taking a sample of your DNA, expos-
ing it to the same restriction enzymes, and running it
on a gel next to the crime scene sample will allow

count the nickels, dimes, and
quarters in one mixed pile of
coins, but if you separate them
by size and line them up in
rows, it’s suddenly quite easy.
Gel electrophoresis does the
same thing with pieces of
DNA. The mass of fragmented
DNA is loaded into the top
well of an agarose gel. The gel is floating in a salt
buffer, allowing a current to pass through it. DNA, be-
ing slightly negative, is pulled through the gel toward
the positive pole by the current.

Imagine racing alone through a crowded room,
dodging chairs to reach the front of the room. If you
then linked arms with four other people, the spaces be-
tween chairs would seem much smaller, and you would
reach the front much later. This principle holds for DNA
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Agarose
A gel-like compound

obtained from agar

that provides a 

flexible, yet solid,

medium for 

separation of DNA

fragments.

DNA fingerprints of a mother, her child, 
and two possible fathers Figure 18.20

Each of the men whose DNA was tested claimed to be the

child’s father. Arrows in the DNA of possible father #2 indicate

bands that are the same as those of the child’s. There are no

comparable bands in the DNA of father #1, indicating that #2 is

the biological father.

the process repeats it-
self. After two to three
hours, a huge multipli-
cation is possible, since
the sample doubles with
each thermal cycle. Be-
cause DNA nucleotides
pair with high fidelity,
the resulting DNA is al-
most 100 percent identi-
cal to the original
sample. This simple
technique results in the
amplification of a small
amount of DNA, provid-
ing enough sample to

begin to analyze the base-pair sequence and match it
with the DNA of suspects.

A large sample leads to the next step in crime
scene analysis: differentiating the DNA of different in-
dividuals. Much of the DNA in the human genome does
not code for proteins, and because mutations and alter-
ations in these regions do not affect function, they are
highly variable. Each individual has a different se-
quence of DNA bases in these regions. Recall that re-
striction enzymes cut DNA only where they find their
specific restriction site. In the variable regions of chro-
mosomes, the locations of the restriction sites along the
chromosomes change from one person to the next.
Subjecting DNA to a variety of restriction enzymes
should cut the DNA strands in different places. Since
we each have a unique series of nucleotides in our vari-
able regions, each of us will generate different lengths
of DNA from the same soup of restriction enzymes. The
resulting restriction digest is then analyzed to compare
the lengths of the restriction fragments.

GEL ELECTROPHORESIS SORTS OUT
DNA FRAGMENTS

Separating these myriad cut pieces of DNA based on
length allows us to view them as an organized group; we
can therefore compare a suspect’s DNA to those found
at the crime scene. One easy way to view these fragment
lengths is to spread them out based on size. Change-
counting machines use this principle. It is hard to

DNA fingerprinting Figure 18.21

Power
source

Mixtures of unknown
DNA fragments

Control
mixture Wells left by combs

Gel

Container

Solution

+–

– +

Direction of current flow

Larger
fragments

Smaller
fragments

Power
source

Different mixtures of
unknown DNA 
fragments are loaded 
into two wells of the 
gel.  A control mixture 
of known lengths of 
fragments is loaded 
into a different well. 

An electrical current
causes DNA fragments
of different sizes to 
move toward the anode
at different rates.

The gel is removed from 
the container.  A fluorescent 
light reveals the locations of
the different-sized fragments
of dye-labeled DNA.  The 
control shows bands of
known size.

Unknown fragments

Known fragments
(from control)

Cathode
Anode
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Sickle cell anemiaDown syndromeAlzheimer’s disease
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after being introduced to the laboratory. It wasn’t until
1985 that genetic fingerprinting appeared as legal evi-
dence in court cases. The identification of large
stretches of repeating patterns of DNA in the human
genome had literally just occurred. Alec Jeffries and his
laboratory associates at the University at Leicester, UK,
had no sooner discovered that these repeating patterns
of DNA differed in their length from one person to the
next, then the information was used in court. The rela-
tionship of a woman and a child needed to be estab-
lished for an immigration case in the UK. RFLP analysis
was performed, and the child was shown to be closely
related to the woman. Using this evidence, the courts
allowed the child to immigrate to the UK to be with her
relative. As a matter of fact, Jeffries coined the term ge-
netic fingerprinting in his paper describing RFLP analysis
as a sort of tongue-in-cheek joke.

Following closely on the heels of this case was
the first murder case to be solved using genetic finger-
printing. In November 1987, Colin Pitchfork was identi-
fied as the murderer of two teenaged girls in Narbor-
ough, Leicester. While Colin was the first murderer to
be convicted based on DNA technology, Richard Buck-
land was the first person to be exonerated of murder
using the same evidence. He was suspect #1 in the case,
but his DNA banding patterns did not match up to
those at the crime scene at all.

THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT
MAPPED HUMAN GENETICS

Beyond catching crooks and identifying fathers, genetic
technology is also being used for more basic purposes.
One of the most interesting results of modern genetics
was the sequencing of the entire human genome.

The Human Genome project, begun in 1990
and essentially finished in 2003, was a massive research
undertaking. This project required numer-
ous new technologies, as the speed of se-
quencing increased by several orders of
magnitude during the process. After a
flurry of invention, fast, simple DNA tech-
nologies were introduced and used to expe-
dite the mapping of the human genome. By
2002, DNA sequencing and transgenic bac-

teria production were commonplace enough to be
available in many American high school biology labs.

The goals of the Human Genome Project
included:

• Identifying all of the genes in human DNA

• Determining the sequences of the 3 billion �
nitrogenous base pairs in human DNA

• Storing this information in databases

• Improving tools for data analysis

• Transferring related technologies to the private
sector

• Addressing the ethical, legal, and social issues
that would arise from this knowledge

In completing the map of the human
genome, scientists were able to locate the precise
chromosome, and even the location on that chromo-
some, of the genes responsible for congenital diseases
(Figure 18.22). Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy,
Marfan’s syndrome, and Alzheimer’s disease are
among the many diseases we now can identify in the
genome. In addition, we can now compare the hu-
man genome to that of other organisms, giving us a
better look at evolutionary relationships. Scientists
can trace the evolutionary history of particular genes
through the animal or plant kingdoms, hypothesizing
about the evolutionary meaning of conserved or radi-
cally altered genes.

Although the science behind this information
is accepted and part of mainstream biology classes, it
is quite new (Table 18.7). Mendel’s laws of hered-
ity were first presented in 1865, Beadle and Tatum un-
covered gene function in 1941, and in 1953 Watson
and Crick proposed the double helix structure of
DNA. April 25, 2002, was designated the first official

National DNA Day commemorating 50
years of DNA research, rather arbitrarily
beginning with Watson and Crick’s model
of the double helix and ending with the
completion of the sequence of the human
genome. Although not on most calendars,
this day is commemorated in the scientific
community, and perhaps in your biology

DNA 
sequencing
Determining the 

sequence of A, C, T,

and G on a gene or

chromosome.

Adapted from Access Excellence at the National Health Museum http://www.ac-
cessexcellence.org/RC/AB/BC/Search-for-DNA.html

CONCEPT CHECK

What are restriction
enzymes? List two
ways to create
transgenic plants.

Give two difficulties to
be overcome when
attempting gene
therapy.

How is RFLP analysis
used in criminal
cases?

What happens to
fragments of DNA as
they are pulled
through an agarose
gel by an electrical
current?

Armed with our
understanding of
genes and gene
manipulations, we
have the potential
to greatly affect
evolution. Is that
a wise thing?

1865 Mendel’s laws of heredity presented.

1868 Miescher isolated “Nuclein”, a compound that 
includes nucleic acid, from pus cells.

1905–1908 Bateson and Punnett showed that genes modify ac-
tion of other genes.

1911 Morgan showed genes to be units of inheritance.

1926 Morgan published Theory of the Gene.

1939 Belozersky began work showing DNA and RNA are
always present in cells.

1941 Beadle and Tatum discovered gene function.

1944 McClintock found genes can be transposed from
one chromosome position to another.

1953 Watson and Crick proposed double-stranded, heli-
cal, complementary, anti-parallel model for DNA.

1966 Nirenberg, Mathaei, and Ochoa demonstrated that
sequence of three nucleotides (a codon) deter-
mines each of 20 amino acids.

1973 First human-gene mapping conference held.

1990 Human Genome Project launched.

2000 Working draft of human genome sequence com-
pleted.

2003 Sequencing of the human genome completed.

2003 Celebrated 50 years of DNA’s double helix.

2004 Family Tree DNA’s 1st International Conference on
Genetic Genealogy

2005 The Genographic Project announced by National
Geographic, IBM, et al

DNA discovery: selected events Table 18.7

Human karyotype showing selected genetic
disorders Figure 18.22

Based on the information gleaned from the Human Genome

Project, many of the genes responsible for congenital diseases

have been precisely located. This figure shows the

chromosomal locations of just a few of these genes.

class, as a day to reflect on all that we have learned in
such a short period of time.

With rapid knowledge comes the need for ethi-
cal debate. What do we do with this information?
Should we sequence the genotypes of every individual
soon after birth? Should we make the genetic finger-
print of each individual as accessible as his or her der-
mal fingerprint is today? These questions are currently
being debated in both the scientific and public
communities.
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household word. If your DNA fingerprint

(banding pattern) matches that found at a

crime scene, you had better get a good

lawyer. . . As we become more proficient 

at DNA splicing and creating transgenic

clones, DNA technologies will play an in-

creasingly greater role in our daily lives, but

we should be prepared for mistakes along 

the way.

5Biotechnology and DNA: 
The Facts, the Pros, and 
the Cons

Understanding DNA has opened up a

whole new field: molecular biology, the

study and manipulation of DNA. Molecular

biology uses nucleic acid hybridization, gel

electrophoresis, PCR, and RFLP analysis.

Physicians can use these techniques to

identify the risks of certain cancers.

DNA technology has left the classroom

and research labs and has become a 

1Plants and Animals Inherit
Traits According to a
Specific Pattern

Discussing inheritance and genetics

requires a set of descriptive terms that

precisely define genetic characteristics.

Genotype is used when discussing the ac-

tual genes present on the chromosomes,

while phenotype is used when discussing

the outward appearance of those genes.

On the one hand, eggs and sperm carry

only half the chromosome number of the

entire human, a condition referred to as

haploid. Mature human cells, on the other

hand, have a full set of chromosomes, re-

ferred to as diploid.

Working with seven traits in pea

plants, Gregor Mendel explained the pre-

dictable relationship between dominant

and recessive traits. He also discovered

the laws of segregation and of indepen-

dent assortment.

3The Central Dogma of
Genetics Is Still Accurate

One gene, one protein – DNA codes for

protein formation. That DNA is the molecule

of inheritance was proven by Beadle and

Tatum in their benchmark experiment with

Neurospora. By knocking out genes with ra-

diation, and then replacing the products of

those nonfunctional genes, these two men

demonstrated that DNA and not protein

was the molecule of inheritance. Transcrip-

tion converts nuclear DNA to an mRNA mol-

ecule that can leave the nucleus. Translation

of that message in the cytoplasm produces

a protein.

2Modern Genetics Uncovers a More 
Complicated Picture

Alternate forms of a gene are called alleles. During meiosis, these

alleles separate so that one from each pair on a chromosome is in-

cluded in each gamete. At fertilization, maternal and paternal alleles

are brought together to form the diploid content of the new individ-

ual. If both alleles are the same, the individual is homozygous. If the

two alleles are different, the individual is heterozygous. The vast ma-

jority of human traits are codominant, incompletely dominant, poly-

genic, or multifactorial.

624 CHAPTER 18 Inheritance, Genetics, and Molecular Biology

KEY TERMS

1. Multifactorial traits are influenced by genetics and the environ-

ment. These traits, such as height and weight, are expressed in

a range of phenotypes in the population. This complication

leads to the long-running “nature versus nurture” argument.

How could you determine how much the environment affects a

particular genetic trait? Design an experiment that would, at

least theoretically, shed light on this age-old debate.

2. Transcription and translation are precisely controlled. There is

almost no error in the base pairing of nucleotides, ensuring the

DNA code is transcribed reliably. List the steps in transcription

and translation in order, and indicate which can introduce

mutations.

3. PCR, DNA transcription, and simple inheritance are all based on

the integrity of the DNA base-pairing rules. What are these

rules? What enzymes ensure that these rules are not violated?

How does this relate to cancer, as described in Chapter 3?

4. Restriction enzymes occur naturally in bacteria. What is their

function in those cells? Eukaryotic cells do not have these en-

zymes. What organelles and functions normally found in eu-

karyotic cells are these prokaryotic enzymes replacing? What

specific function of the restriction enzymes do we exploit while

creating transgenic organisms?

5. What is a transgenic organism? In your own words, explain the

process of creating such an organism. If such an organism is

created, we may wish to clone it to get many individuals with

the new gene. Is this the same as asexual reproduction? Why or

why not?

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS

■ agarose p. 000

■ asymptomatic p. 000

■ autosomal p. 000

■ centrifugation p. 000

■ congenital p. 000

■ cross pollinating p. 000

■ diploid p. 000

■ DNA sequence p. 000

■ dominant p. 000

■ evolution p. 000

■ fitness p. 000

■ genome p. 000

■ genotype p. 000

■ haploid p. 000

■ minimal media p. 000

■ multifactorial disorder p. 000

■ palindrome p. 000

■ phenotype p. 000

■ plasmids p. 000

■ polymerization p. 000

■ recessive p. 000

■ recombinant DNA p. 000

■ RNA or DNA primer p. 000

■ self-Pollinating p. 000

■ somatic p. 000

■ spliced p. 000

■ supplemented Media p. 000

■ transgenic p. 000

■ true breeding p. 000
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A, O A, B, AB, O A, B, AB A, O B, O

A A A B A AB A O B B

4Genetic Counseling Puts
Genetic Theory to 
Practical Use

Sex-linked traits are those that

are carried on either the X or the Y

chromosome. Because it is much

larger, and seems to include more

functional genes, most sex-linked

traits are carried on the X chromo-

some. Sex-influenced traits are those

that are not present on the X or Y

chromosome, but are more prevalent

in one gender. Often the hormones es-

trogen or testosterone aggravate or

promote these traits. Chromosomal

disorders can occur during gamete

formation. These include gross chro-

mosomal alterations (gain or loss of

entire chromosomes), loss or gain of

portions of chromosomes, or even

smaller alterations in individual genes.

Most infants born with congenital de-

fects suffer from individual gene trou-

CHAPTER SUMMARY

bles. Testing is available for prospec-

tive parents concerned that they may

produce a child with genetic defects.

Human genes evolve, just like those of

other organisms.

FFFFPPPPOOOO
llll oooowwww    rrrreeeessss
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10. An individual that expresses the dominant phenotype for an 

allele must be

a. heterozygous.

b. homozygous dominant.

c. heterozygous dominant.

d. either heterozygous or 

homozygous dominant.

11. Most human traits show a __________ pattern of inheritance.

a. dominant / recessive c. polygenic

b. co-dominant d. multifactorial

12. Beadle and Tatum’s experiment can be summarized by the

saying

a. “You are what you eat.”

b. “DNA is the molecule of inheritance.”

c. “Proteins are the molecules of inheritance.”

d. “X-rays cause knock-outs.”

13. The central dogma of biology states that the process of

__________ is relevant to all of biology.

a. meiosis

b. polymerase chain reaction

c. transcription / translation

d. evolution

14. In this pedigree, the trait being characterized appears to be a

__________ trait.

a. dominant

b. recessive

c. sex-linked

d. environmental

17. __________ is used to produce and compare DNA

fingerprints.

a. Nucleic acid hybridization

b. Gel electrophoresis

c. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

d. Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)

18. The process shown in this figure can be used to

a. prepare samples of 

DNA for fingerprinting 

comparisons.

b. amplify the amount 

of DNA in a sample.

c. isolate purified DNA.

d. clone plants and 

animals.

Self Test      627

1. The term that describes the appearance of an organism is

a. genotype.

b. phenotype.

c. DNA sequence.

2. The structure(s) indicated as A on this diagram is(are)

a. centrioles.

b. chromosomes.

c. centromeres.

d. a tetrad.

6. In Mendel’s experiments, he produced the F2 generation

through

a. self-fertilization.

b. natural fertilization.

c. cross-fertilization.

d. random matings.

SELF TEST
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I

II

IV

III

V

A

Centrioles Centromere

Chromosome

Sister
chromatids

PROPHASE I Tetrads formed by
synapsis of sister
chromatids of homo-
logous chromosomes

Crossing-over between 
nonsister chromatids

Metaphase
plate

Cleavage furrow

Pairing of homologous chromosomes
METAPHASE I

Separation of homologous chromosomes
ANAPHASE I

TELOPHASE I PROPHASE II

METAPHASE II

ANAPHASE II

TELOPHASE II

MEIOSIS II

MEIOSIS I

Tetrad

Stages of meiosis

Synapsis of sister
chromatids

Crossing-over between
nonsister chromatids

Genetic
recombination

Details of crossing-over during prophase I

A A
B B B BB

b
B b

a
a

b b
a a

G G G Gg g
A Aa a

G G g gg g

bb

A A

B

3. The structure indicated as B on the figure is important

because it

a. increases chromosome number in the gametes.

b. increases the genetic combinations of the resulting ga-

metes.

c. organizes the chromosomes before splitting them apart.

d. Two of these answers are correct.

4. In the above figure, the structure indicated by the letter D

marks the end of what phase?

a. Metaphase I

b. Anaphase I

c. Telophase I

d. Prophase I

5. Gregor Mendel is known as the father of genetics because

a. he was the only person looking at genetic variation in the

1800’s.

b. his research was thorough and included quantifiable data.

c. he used pea plants when others were using cows and corn.

d. he studied both the F1 and the F2 generations.

7. In the F2 generation of his pea plants, Mendel consistently ob-

served a phenotypic ratio of (See the above diagram for assis-

tance in answering this question.)

a. 1:2:1.

b. 3:1.

c. 9:3:3:1.

d. 1:1.

8. True or false: The law of independent assortment states that

the heritable units of parent plants are randomly separated dur-

ing gamete formation.

9. As shown in this Punnett square, what is the probability of an

individual pea plant showing both dominant traits in its

phenotype?

a. 13/16

b. 9/16

c. 4/16

d. 1/16
15. One good reason for undergoing genetic counseling is to

determine

a. emotional compatibility.

b. your likelihood of contracting a genetic disease.

c. the number of mutations in your DNA.

d. your likelihood of passing on a deleterious gene to your

offspring.

16. The process of __________ pulls DNA through a semi-solid

matrix, separating out pieces of DNA by size.

a. nucleic acid hybridization

b. gel electrophoresis

c. polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

d. restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)

(Dominant) (Recessive)

Tall

P generation

F1 generation

F3 generation

Dwarf

F2 generation

X

All smooth
yellow seeds

Self-fertilization

Smooth yellow seeds (WWGG)

P generation

F1 generation

Wrinkled green seeds (wwgg)

(F
em

al
e 

ga
m

et
es

)

WwGg

WWGG WWGg WwGg WwGG

WWGg WWgg Wwgg

Wwgg wwgg

WwGg

WwGg wwGg

WwGG WwGg wwGg wwGG

WG

WG

Wg

wg

wG

Wg wg wG

(Male gametes)

X

19. The human genome project was undertaken to

a. identify all the genes in human DNA.

b. improve tools for both DNA and data analysis.

c. address the legal, ethical and social issues surrounding 

DNA research.

d. All of the above were stated goals of the project.

20. This DNA gel indicates the 

DNA fingerprints of a mother, 

her child and two possible 

fathers. What can be 

determined from this?

a. The mother has a 

congenital disease.

b. The baby’s father 

is one of the two 

men tested.

c. The baby has a 

recessive phenotype.

d. No useful information 

can be obtained from 

this technique.
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